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Abstract: We report the initial evaluation of a mid-infrared QCL-coupled
silicon-on-sapphire ring resonator gas sensor. The device probes the N2O
2241.79 cm−1 optical transition (R23 line) in the ν3 vibrational band.
N2O concentration is deduced using a non-linear least squares fit, based
on coupled-mode theory, of the change in ring resonator Q due to gas
absorption losses in the evanescent portion of the waveguide optical mode.
These early experiments demonstrated response to 5000 ppmv N2O.
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1. Introduction

As emissions and atmospheric trace-gas monitoring becomes increasingly important due to
concerns about climate change, the need for robust, highly sensitive, easily mass-produced
spectrometers has increased. Laser-based trace-gas spectrometers are technically promising,
but their costs are high, driven primarily by multiple device packaging steps for the spectrom-
eter’s constituent components (especially the laser and detector). A potential solution is the
development of novel gas sensing elements using microscale low-loss resonant waveguide ring
resonators which can be integrated into a compact package suitable for inexpensive mass pro-
duction [1]. For trace-gas spectrometers based on a ring resonator design to be successfully
mass produced, the design must be compatible with: 1) Reliable production of high quality fac-
tor (Q) resonant structures via a high-volume commercial semiconductor fabrication process; 2)
Conventional micro-optic, semiconductor, and electronic assembly techniques to package the
laser, detector, and sensing element; and 3) Use in the mid-wavelength (MWIR, 3-8 µm) and
long-wavelength infrared (LWIR, 8-15 µm) for access to fundamental molecular vibrations.

The conventional analyte measurement methodology employed with ring resonators is to
measure the change in visible or near-infrared (NIR) wavelength refractive index (RI) of the
waveguide cladding via the ring resonance wavelength shift when the resonator is exposed to an
analyte [2–4]. The RI change can be based on a measurement of the bulk RI or the surface RI [5–
12]. Measurement of trace-gases with ring resonators has been performed via adsorption of the
analyte onto a selective coating (which acts as a concentrator) on the ring resonator (e.g., [13,
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14]). However, while functionalizing or coating the waveguide surface is effective at enhancing
ring resonator sensitivity to analyte concentration, it is typically an accumulative process which
requires a reset mechanism such as flushing [10, 12, 13]. Consequently this approach would
not be very effective for a generalized long-term monitoring application in which the analyte
concentration is expected to change over time.

An alternative approach to measuring analyte concentration via ring resonance wavelength
shift is to measure the change in ring resonance Q due to increased absorption by the analyte,
as has been shown by [15, 16]. The primary advantages of this approach are that the optical
frequency axis does not need to be calibrated since the shape of the resonance is measured
relative to a zero condition and absorption has a stronger effect than dispersion.

Nevertheless, if a gas analyte’s dispersion is sufficiently high (due to strong line intensity
and/or high concentration), the ring resonance wavelength shift can be measured directly with
the gas acting as the cladding, as has been shown via measurement of acetylene in the NIR [17].
In this case, at standard temperature and pressure (STP) and 1527.5 nm optical wavelength, pure
acetylene has ∼3.24× 10−4 refractive index unit (RIU) difference from air [18]. This results
in a ring resonance wavelength shift of 0.19± 0.07 nm (i.e., ∆λ/λ0 ≈ 1.2× 10−4) for a ring
resonator with Q of 5000 (389 µm effective path length), effective index (ne f f ) of 2.01, and
optical mode confinement (Γ) of 0.64 [17]. In contrast, at its 1528 nm wavelength spectral
line, the pure acetylene absorption co-efficient is 0.43 cm−1, yielding 1.7% absorption over the
389 µm effective path length of the device in [17]. Thus the measurable signal produced from
absorption (1.7% change from the zero case) is much larger than that produced from dispersion
(1.2×10−4 from the zero case), enabling higher sensitivity to be achieved by absorption-based
vs. dispersion-based sensors (assuming comparable noise).

The primary limitation to sensing trace-gases using bare ring resonator devices in the NIR is
that the analyte line strengths are much weaker than those in the MWIR & LWIR because the
NIR optical transitions are overtones of the fundamental vibrational modes (which occur in the
MWIR & LWIR). For example, at the NIR 1528 nm overtone, the pure acetylene absorption
co-efficient is 0.43 cm−1; whereas, at the LWIR fundamental ∼13.5 µm wavelength, the ab-
sorption co-efficient is > 20 cm−1 [19]. Many atmospheric gases (e.g., CO2, N2O, H2O, etc.)
in pure concentrations have absorption co-efficients in the MWIR & LWIR that are >10 cm−1;
however, the challenge in measuring them is they occur in trace-concentrations – parts-per-
billion to parts-per-million by volume (ppbv-ppmv) – thereby greatly reducing their path inte-
grated absorbance. With the emergence of MWIR & LWIR quantum and intersubband cascade
lasers (QCLs and ICLs), cost-effective integrated-optic trace-gas sensing with ring resonators
may be practical.

Another challenge regarding use of ring resonators in the MWIR is material selection. Ultra-
high Q (> 108) resonators in MWIR-transparent glasses like MgF2 and CaF2 can be fabri-
cated [20], though these devices require fiber coupling and are not as easily integrated as Si de-
vices are. Though poorly appreciated for MWIR applications, given its low material losses be-
low 8 µm wavelength and semiconductor mass production compatibility, Si itself is a promising
waveguide candidate for ring resonator structures [21,22]. However, SiO2 has >2 dB/cm losses
at wavelengths longer than 3.5 µm, with the result that many silicon-on-insulator (SOI) ring
resonator implementations have had to rely on suspended waveguide structures to effectively
operate in the MWIR [23, 24]. On the other hand, successful MWIR waveguide and ring res-
onator implementations have been shown with the silicon-on-sapphire (SOS) platform [25–27].
Because sapphire has low losses throughout much of the MWIR, it functions properly as a
cladding material and enables fabrication of waveguides using less complex techniques.

In this paper we demonstrate that a QCL-interrogated SOS ring resonator can sense dilute
N2O. The concentration of the N2O is deduced via the change in ring resonator Q due to losses
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via absorption of the evanescent wave of the optical mode traveling in the waveguide.

2. Theory

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of an all-pass ring resonator. a is the field attenuation co-efficient and
t is transmission co-efficient. (b) Simulation of ring resonator spectra showing the impact
on the ring resonator Q of 5% N2O.

Traditional laser-based spectrometers measure trace-gas concentration through the change in
light intensity (I/I0) due to absorption by gas with absorption co-efficient (αgas) over a path
length, L, according to the Beer-Lambert law, I/I0 = e−αgasL. A ring resonator (Fig. 1(a)) can
measure the concentration of a gas through its absorption of the optical mode’s evanescent field,
which reduces the resonator’s Q (Fig. 1(b)) through the impact of the absorber on the attenu-
ation co-efficient, a, of the resonator. In general, the shape of the transmitted light intensity
(T (λ )) by an all-pass ring resonator as a function of wavelength can be described by [16, 28]:

T (λ ) =
a2 + |t|2−2a|t|cos(λ )

1+a2 + |t|2−2a|t|cos(λ )
(1)

where,

cos(λ )≈ 1−
2π2L2n2

g

λ 4
0

(λ −λ0)
2 (2)

L is the length (cm) of the ring (L = 2πr), ng is the group waveguide index, λ0 is the free-
space light wavelength at the ring-resonance, λ is the free-space wavelength (cm) of light, a is
the attenuation co-efficient, and t is the transmission co-efficient.

When placed in an environment with an absorbing gas, the power attenuated in one round trip
of the ring can be described as a combination of waveguide losses and loss due to absorption
from the gas:

αtot = αI +Γαgas (3)

Where αI is the intrinsic loss (cm−1) of the waveguide, αgas is the absorption coefficient
(cm−1) of the gas, and Γ is a scaling term to account for the optical mode confinement within
the waveguide (this can be estimated empirically or through simulation via [17]).

The gas absorption co-efficient, αgas, is defined by:

αgas(λ ,T ) = S(λ ,T )G(λ −λ0)N (4)
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Where S(λ ,T ) is the temperature-dependent line strength (cm) of the gas, G(λ −λ0) is the
absorption line profile (cm), and N is the gas molecule number density (molecules/cm3) which
is dependent on temperature and pressure through the ideal gas law.

The attenuation co-efficient for a ring resonator in the presence of an absorbing gas is de-
scribed using the Beer-Lambert Law:

a2
gas =

I
I0

= e−αtot L (5)

From Eq. (1) the transmission intensity of the ring resonator in the presence of an absorbing
analyte is:

T (λ ) =
a2

gas + |t|2−2agas|t|cos(λ )
1+a2

gas + |t|2−2agas|t|cos(λ )
(6)

By convention, Q (defined as the ratio of resonance wavelength to linewidth) is the figure of
merit used to quantify the sharpness of a resonator’s shape; consequently, it is useful to express
Eq. (1) in terms of Q based on [29]:

t =
ω0

2Q0
− ω0

2Qc
− i∆ω

ω0
2Q0

+ ω0
2Qc
− i∆ω

(7)

T = tt∗ (8)

1
Qcav

=
1

Q0
+

1
Qc

(9)

Here, ω0 is the system’s resonance frequency, ∆ω is the deviation from the resonance fre-
quency, Q0 is the intrinsic Q of the ring resonator, Qc is the coupling quality factor between
the ring and the waveguide, and Qcav is the total quality factor (coupling + intrinsic) of the ring
resonator in zero gas conditions. The overall quality factor (Qtot ) of the ring resonator in the
presence of an analyte can be described by:

1
Qtot

=
1

Qcav
+

1
Qabs

, where
1

Qabs
=

Γαgasλ0

2πne f f
(10)

To meet the challenge of ppmv-level sensitivity, it is highly important that ring resonator
sensors maximize the interaction volume (path length and cross-sectional area) of the evanes-
cent wave with the trace-gas analyte. The waveguide Γ and the ring resonator Q are the primary
design parameters available for maximizing the interaction of the evanescent wave with the ana-
lyte. Unfortunately, these two parameters can be at odds: A ring resonator with low confinement
will have greater evanescent wave interaction with the analyte; however, ring resonator surface
defects will more negatively impact the quality factor. The free space equivalent path length,
Le f f , is a useful metric for assessing the detection limit of a ring resonator (or determining the
properties of a ring resonator to meet a goal detection limit):

Le f f = Γ
Qλ0

2πne f f
(11)
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3. Experimental setup

A modified version of the ring resonator design in [25] was used to measure N2O, as its pa-
rameters were already optimized for operation at 4.4-4.5 µm wavelength. The original design
(ne f f = 2.3 and Γ = 0.1) had a radius of 60 µm, which resulted in a free spectral range (FSR)
of ∼6.2 cm−1 (12.4 nm). To increase the probability of a ring resonance intersecting with an
N2O absorption line (having linewidth ∼0.2 cm−1), modified ring resonator waveguides were
fabricated having 120 µm radius and FSR of ∼3.1 cm−1 (6.2 nm).

Fig. 2(a) is a schematic of the experimental setup. To evaluate the waveguide microring res-
onator structures, they were interrogated within a controlled gas environment (at STP flushed
with∼50 sccm flow rate) by a laser beam from an external cavity QCL-based (EC-QCL) MWIR
source (Daylight Solutions) emitting (with linewidth < 0.002 cm−1) at ∼4.27-4.63 µm wave-
length, enabling probing of the fundamental R-branch of N2O. The EC-QCL was tuned at a
rate of ∼1.75 cm−1/s.

A focusing lens (NA = 0.22) coupled the free-space light from the EC-QCL into the input
grating at normal incidence. The estimated coupling efficiency is∼4% with∼1 mW power cir-
culating in the device. The output of the waveguide (far-field shown in Fig. 2(b)) was collected
by a 0.5 NA collimation lens and directed to an MCT detector (Vigo). The detector signal was
collected and digitized by a NI USB-6251 DAQ (1.7 MHz acquisition bandwidth). A custom
LabVIEW program was used to control the EC-QCL, collect, and save the data.

Fig. 2. (a) Schematic of experimental setup showing the beam path, optical elements, and
the free-space background paths within the controlled gas environment. (Inset: Picture of
the custom gas cell for evaluation of ring resonator chips.) (b) Far-field emission (intensity
in A.U.) of the SOS waveguide device.

A custom sealed aluminum gas sampling cell (inset of Fig. 2(a)) with optical interrogation
ports (1 mm thick, 2.54 cm diameter CaF2 windows) was fabricated to minimize the free-space
optical path within the controlled gas environment. The cell has both vertical and lateral view
ports, allowing for simultaneous edge-on and normal interrogation of the SOS substrate within
the calibrated gas environment. Effort was made to minimize distance between interrogation
windows both normal and edge-on to the substrate to allow the closest possible placement of
both focusing and collection optics.

Despite efforts to minimize dead space within the cell, the MWIR beam traversed approxi-
mately 2 cm (depicted as LB1 and LB2 in the schematic of Fig. 2(a)) N2O in the space between
interrogation windows and substrate. Consequently, this results in an additional N2O absorption
signal, as shown in Fig. 3(a). A challenge which arises from the use of a high index waveguide
is the presence of background fringes arising from the waveguide itself, the effects of which are
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illustrated in Fig. 3(a). For these devices, the waveguide dimensions lead to fringes with FSR
corresponding to 1 cm length scale. An additional, higher frequency fringe can also be observed
in Fig. 3(b). The length scale of this fringe corresponds to approximately 2 m. It is believed that
this fringe arises from the experimental apparatus itself (likely from the EC-QCL). Such fringes
limit the sensitivity of the present setup. Future measures to suppress such fringes include us-
ing a DFB QCL, applying an anti-reflection (AR) coating to the waveguide output facet, and
designing the output waveguide direction to be non-orthogonal with the crystallographic plane
used for cleaving.

Additionally, the EC-QCL exhibited an inconsistent, non-linear scan rate, which caused the
reported optical frequency to exhibit up to 0.05 cm−1 differences among scans spanning across
a known spectral absorption line (Fig. 3(b)), complicating the process of comparing lineshapes
among successive scans. To overcome this, the HITRAN database was used for frequency-axis
calibration; however, this method was limited to the case in which the N2O absorption features
were distinguishable from the fringes (e.g., 5000 ppmv).

Fig. 3. (a) Transmission spectra of ring resonators in an N2O and zero gas (N2) environment
showing both impact of fringes from the waveguide and the background N2O absorption.
(b) The ∼0.05 cm−1 scan-to-scan error of the external cavity QCL is also demonstrated.

4. Results and discussion

Because the background N2O absorption signal was approximately 60%, waveguide devices
on a given chip were made both with and without ring resonators so that the effect of N2O
attenuation on the ring resonator signal could be isolated. Spectra from waveguide devices both
with and without ring resonators can be seen in Fig. 4(a). Isolation of the ring resonator signal
was done by taking a background N2O absorption correction spectrum. The corrected N2O
background spectrum was created by normalizing the N2O absorption spectrum from a device
without a ring with a zero gas spectrum from the same device. This normalization reduced
many of the large transmission effects due to fringes, coupling loss, etc. The resulting spectrum
was then frequency-axis calibrated and fit (Fig. 4(b)) to HITRAN via non-linear least squares
optimization for further suppression of the effects of noise and fringes.

The resulting fit enabled suppression of the background N2O absorption in the ring resonator
signal without introduction of additional noise and fringes. This was done by dividing the to-
tal transmission spectrum (with ring resonance) by the full spectral fit (Fig. 4(b)) of the N2O
background spectrum (without a ring resonance). Once the ring resonator signal was isolated,
its response to N2O concentration was compared to theory (Fig. 5).

This method was found to be effective in isolating the ring resonator signal for the calibrated
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Fig. 4. (a) Spectra of waveguides with and without ring resonators in the presence of both
N2O and zero gas. (b) N2O background absorbance experimental data with fit and calcu-
lated dispersion.

Fig. 5. (a) Comparison to theory of measured ring resonator Q in zero gas and in 5000
ppmv N2O. (b) Background normalized spectral data with fits used for the calculation of
ring resonance Q in the presence of N2O. Fits of ring resonance spectra away from an N2O
absorption line show no change vs. the zero gas case.

EC-QCL scans having optical frequency error much smaller than the ring resonance linewidth
(∼0.03 cm−1). Additionally, the calculated dispersion at the N2O absorption line peak (Fig.
4(b)) is ∼2×10−6. According to ∆λ = λ0(Γ/ne f f )∆ngas [17], this causes the overlapping ring
resonance to shift by∼2×10−4 cm−1 (well below the frequency resolution in this experiment).

The measurement of the N2O R23 line at 2241.79 cm−1 (ν3 vibrational band) by the ring
resonator device was verified against theory (Fig. 5(a)) by using non-linear least squares opti-
mization to fit the change in Q from the zero gas case to when the ring resonator was placed in
a calibrated 5000 ppmv N2O atmosphere (αgas ≈ 0.45 cm−1). For this device, theory predicts
that a 5,000 ppmv N2O concentration should decrease Q by 3.4% from ∼43,300 to ∼41,800,
while the experimental results show a 4.4% decrease in Q from ∼43,200 to ∼41,400 (Fig. 5).
Analysis of another resonator line (Fig. 5(b)) at a frequency far away from the effects of N2O
shows essentially no change in Q between N2O and N2 environments. The Le f f of the ring at
2241.79 cm−1 is ∼1 mm, which corresponds to ∼5% absorption by 5000 ppmv N2O.

These findings illustrate good agreement between theory and measurement, though elimina-
tion of free-space background path and suppression of fringes would lead to improved sensitiv-
ity. The waveguide-induced fringes present in the system are approximately 10% of the signal
amplitude. While fitting to the shape of the ring resonance overcomes much of the uncertainty
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induced by the fringes, performing successive fits to 3-4 sequential scans show Q uncertain-
ties of approximately ±300, which limits the sensor’s precision to approximately ±1000 ppmv
(αgas ≈ 0.09 cm−1).

5. Conclusion

Micro-ring resonators show promise in their ability to significantly shrink the size of existing
trace-gas detection instruments. We showed the possibility of MWIR gas measurements using
a QCL and SOS ring resonator. Currently some of the highest ring resonator Q’s demonstrated
in the MWIR using SOS waveguides have been on the order of 100,000 [25]. This work demon-
strated both in theory and experiment, that Q≈40,000 (determined with precision of 1×10−2)
is sufficient to detect (with SNR≈ 5) analytes with absorption coefficients < 0.5 cm−1, such as
5000 ppmv of N2O.

Future research on this sensing technique should strive to determine Q with 1× 10−4

precision. Potential methods include reducing internal fringing due to Fresnel reflections
from waveguide facets via AR coating, designing the waveguide output direction to be non-
orthogonal to the crystallographic plane used for cleaving, and integrating the optical compo-
nents to minimize background absorption. Finally, to achieve sub-ppmv detection limits (as-
suming 1×10−4 precision), most trace-gases will require MWIR resonators with Le f f > 1 cm,
which implies Q >325,000 for Γ = 0.1 or Q >65,000 for Γ = 0.5.
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